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Don Samuels - CEO
Don Samuels graduated from Pratt Institute in New
York and worked as an industrial designer for 30
years. He left a senior Research and Development
position, in the toy industry, to be a partner at Red
Racer Studio, in St. Paul, specializing in the design
and invention of toys and games. He served on the
Minneapolis City Council for 11 years, bringing unprecedented attention and resources to his North
Minneapolis community. He unsuccessfully ran for
Mayor, before winning a city-wide seat on the Minneapolis School Board and simultaneously joining
MicroGrants, as COO, in January of 2014. Don assumed the CEO position at MicroGrants in 2016.

A Message From the CEO
At MicroGrants, we are boosting the careers of people of potential, who have been hand-picked by
their partner agencies. These partner agencies select our grantees for their skills, aptitude, attitude,
and their urgent need for a timely infusion of cash.
What happens next in the lives of our grantees is important to our donors, to us and to our partners.
That is why we are constantly improving our survey tool, our response rate and our analysis of the
data. We want to know if we are doing well and ensure that we are making strides towards a more
efficient and effective operation. We want to be sure that our donated funds are getting into the
hands of the most deserving members of the community, that they are being used optimally, and that
the success rates of our grantees reflect those realities.
We have now fully implemented Salesforce, our powerful data-collection and management system,
and once again, we have the talented efforts of two impressive Yale Summer interns. Sincere thanks
and congratulations to Yonatan Araia and Christina Drexler, for a job well done. This product takes
our analysis to the next level and sets us up for ongoing improvement and accuracy.
This report will demonstrate, that we hold ourselves accountable for our work and we are constantly
seeking to improve our systems and processes. It increases the quality of our claim that MicroGrants
works and is improving the lives of people as they move from poverty to financial independence.
Don Samuels
Chief Executive Officer
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Meet the MicroGrants Team
Kris Barstow - Internal Operations Manager
Kris is the day-to-day link between MicroGrants and our
partner agencies. She reviews grant applications, writes
grant checks, manages our accounting operation, and interfaces with our external accountants and auditors. Kris’ extensive professional experience, including 20 years at AAA
Daily Labor, gives her a keen sense for the challenges faced
by motivated low-income people.

Melissa Deutsch - Projects Manager
Melissa joined MicroGrants as Executive Assistant to Don
Samuels. She has been a strong performer in all aspects of
office management and administration in the private sector. Melissa maintains MicroGrants’ social media and website. She provides administrative support for all MicroGrants’ boards and committees.

Luis Siojo - Grant Writer
Luis has come full circle with MicroGrants, having helped
founder Joe Selvaggio during its first year of operation in
grants and administrative matters in 2006. Luis brings more
than twenty-five years in non-profit grants and resource development by way of the University of Minnesota Foundation, Project for Pride in Living, and several community-based
organizations. He is excited to be part of MicroGrants' revitalized strategic vision as it forges into its next decade of service to communities of color.
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Executive Summary
Founded by social entrepreneur Joe Selvaggio in 2006, MicroGrants is a non-profit organization
that seeks to bridge the gap between low-income people of potential and the resources they need to find
secure, long-term employment and become more financially self-sufficient. Since its inception, MicroGrants has served thousands of individuals and families through grants, amounting to over four million
dollars over the past decade. MicroGrants differs from other microfinance organizations in that it awards
no-hassle grants as opposed to loans, further encouraging self-sufficiency by not mandating repayment.
MicroGrants helps low-income people of potential overcome barriers to employment through investment in transportation, education, small businesses, and skill building through grants averaging $1,000.
MicroGrants will occasionally award grants smaller and larger than this $1,000 benchmark, with quantities
ranging from $50-$2,500, depending on the particular
circumstances of the individual grantee.
Furthermore, MicroGrants utilizes a unique approach and structure in grant awarding in the hopes of
optimizing the value of donations made. Through close work with partner agencies who identify and
screen potential grant recipients, MicroGrants can take the appropriate steps to ensure that those who
have demonstrated a commitment to improving themselves are awarded the grant. Additionally, the double vetting nature of the grant process (once by the partner agencies and another by MicroGrants) those
who simultaneously demonstrate the greatest need and the greatest will to improve their well-being are
far more likely to become recipients. Partner agencies also provide mentorship and consulting to grantees
to further guarantee grant success and keep MicroGrants overhead costs as low as possible to maximize
efficient use of donations. Through relationships with partner agencies, MicroGrants is able to dedicate a
larger sum of donations towards grantees than would otherwise be possible as a result of efficient sharing
of tasks.

A glance at the numbers:
Response Rate
• Response rate for 3-month follow-up surveys reached an all-time high at 65%
• The rate increased by 35.4% as compared to last year’s response rate
• Continued increase in response rate will assist in bringing greater credibility to MicroGrants’ conclusions
Demographics of Grantees
• There were 852 grantees this year, up from 631 last year
• The proportion of women among grantees increased slightly from last year to 61.4%
• The mean age of all grantees was just over 39 years old with the youngest grantee being 17 years
old and the eldest 79 years old
• 79.9% of all grantees are racial minority
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Grants
Business
• Increased by 59% as compared to last year, rising from 155 to 247
• 93% of business grantees reported having achieved their goals or are in progress to doing so since
receiving a grant
Education
• 69% of education grantees identified themselves as female
• 92% of education grantees reported having achieved their goals or are in progress to doing so
since receiving a grant

Transportation
• 56.7% of transportation grantees were men
• 54.8% of all transportation grantees reported using it for the purchase of a vehicle while 28.4%
reported using if for vehicle repairs.
• 82.5% of transportation grantees reported an increase in income since receiving a MicroGrant
Other
• 200 grantees, or 23.5% of all grantees, were recipients of a PPL Graduate gift
• 82.4% of miscellaneous grant recipients reported an increase in income since receiving a grant
Overall Survey Results
• 98.3% of grantees reported seeing some improvement in their life quality since receiving the grant
• 93.3% of grantees stated they feel either very or somewhat optimistic about the future since receiving the grant
• 93.9% of grantees reported an increase in their income after receiving a grant
Our findings over the course of our grant evaluations have been suggestive of the impact that MicroGrants has the ability to have on the lives of grantees. This is particularly evident when evaluating the
proportion of grantees who reported having seen improvements in their quality of life or feel more optimistic about the future since receiving the grant, as an overwhelming sum of grantees did. With 98.3% of
all grantees reporting some level of improvement in their lives since receiving a grant and 93.3% of grantees reporting feeling very or somewhat positive about the future there is reason to believe that MicroGrants is having the intended impact of the organization in the community. Additionally, the impact
on income also appears to be positive seeing at 77.4% of all grantees reported an increase in income
since receiving a grant.
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In Their Words
There’s no better way to evaluate a service than to hear from those who are served by it. Reading these inspiring
stories let us view MicroGrants’ impact on the lives of grantees in a intimate and unique way. These are the people
we serve and these are their stories.

Business Grantees
•

“My woodcutting business usually helps me take care of all of my needs so that I do not have to go on welfare.
When the old machine broke, I lost a lot of business. Luckily, through MicroGrants, I was able to get a high
quality wood chipper to get back into my tree-cutting business. Fortunately, this winter has been very favorable, and therefore I have already gotten several jobs done/lined up. Thank you.”

•

“I own a small catering business. Every bit of money was going to paying expenses for my business. The MicroGrant was a perfect boost as it helped me buy the equipment I needed (food carriers) so that I could cater
for larger events, and therefore make extra money. I am very grateful for the program.”

•

“I needed the MicroGrant so that I can purchase a wooden floor sanding machine. I have been working on renovating homes, and it was taking me too long to sand the floors by myself. Moreover, hiring more workers just
kept on eating my profit margins - which are very low. The sanding machine has enabled me to operate in an
efficient way, and I am truly grateful.”

Education Grantees
•

“I was able to complete my professional designation and bid for more jobs. Thanks to MicroGrants, doors have
been opening, and my consulting business has started picking up. I am sure now that I will be able to stand on my
own feet and pay myself in the near future.”

•

“I needed to get back to school but I could not afford all the school supplies/laptop/books. I was so happy to receive the MicroGrant as it helped me towards my path to successful completion of my education.”

•

“My story is that I am a single mother of three kids. I started at ITT tech to follow my dreams of drafting and design. While also receiving assistance I was enrolled in a program to build work experience. I came across Bii Gii Wiin CDLF who was able to work with my on budgeting what I currently had and realize my saving goals for a computer for school. With this MicroGrant I was able to achieve that goal sooner and for that I am grateful. I am still working towards my dream.”

•

“The Microgrant helped me to feel more confident in working with Microsoft Word and provided me with a workbook that I can refer back to in the future. While I feel I am still learning computer skills, I have now secured a fulltime job with much higher pay.”
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Transportation Grantees
•

“Dear MicroGrants, Getting help attaining reliable Transportation has allowed me to expand my life. I now have the
ability to work at locations that were out of reach in the past, this has increased my income. Having reliable transportation will allow me to pursue employment and further my training/education. Driving makes many of my everyday tasks much less time consuming. I love my car. My future is brighter. Hopefully my work training and my car
will take me very far. I greatly appreciate your help, I plan to pay it forward and help others in the future. Thank
you very much. “

•

“I spent this last year in a sober house that I was staying in I am now able to take care of my children as a result of
this programming, it was the best thing that has happened to me I have been given a second chance at life. I have
been sober for a whole year now, I have a new career and a new car. Around this time the year before I wouldn't
have dreamed of being in this position. MicroGrants have been angels to me.”

•

“I have gotten all of the things that I hope for and more. I came just thinking that I was going to get an education
and a skill but in the end I was given all of the tools that was necessary for me to be a successful person in field of
work, I am now working in the field of employment that I wanted to work in and the company that I always wanted
to work for. My family is taking care of and friends I am able to assist and help with bills and rent. This is an unreal
surreal experience. Microgrants really put me on the journey to win, by getting me the grant for my car. I am winning now and I am content with my life.”

•

“I truly needed the assistance the MicroGrants provided me. I was able to purchase a vehicle and obtain a managerial position. Having the vehicle gave me a more reliable stance with my employer. The MicroGrant greatly enhanced my life.”

“Other” Grantees
•

“This grant ended homelessness. I'm so grateful.”

•

“I applied for the MicroGrant because I needed to pay off my fines that I obtained during a dark time in my life due
to my addiction. I have been in long college to increase my skills.”
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The Twin Cities
Why we do what we do
MicroGrants is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that provides grants of about $1,000 to low
income people of potential in the greater Twin
Cities area and satellite locations around the
nation to empower them to become more economically self-sufficient. Grantees are identified
through a double vetting process, first referred
by one of MicroGrants’ 40 partner agencies,
then selected by the MicroGrants team.
Partner agencies provide the training and social
support for grantees, typically low-income or
marginalized populations. Partner agencies
often specialize in business and work specific
training programs. Grantees’ needs typically fall
into one of the three primary grant categories:
Transportation, Business, and Education. Some
smaller cohorts of grants are awarded to assist
with Legal fees, to Project Pride for Living Program Graduates, and remaining are collected in
a Miscellaneous category.
The Twin Cities have been commended to be a
nexus of economic growth, business development, and affordability, however, it must be recognized that poverty still afflicts a significant
portion of the population. A recent analysis conducted by the Metropolitan Council on data
from the US Census and American Community
Survey found that 21% of the Twin Cities population live below 185% of the federal poverty level. The Met Council utilizes 185% of the federal
guidelines of poverty as the threshold to categorize low-income populations of the cities. It is
also referred to as the federal WIC Income Eligibility threshold.

for nearly 25% of those living below the federal
WIC Income Eligibility threshold in the Twin
Cities. In the Twin Cities area, poverty appears to
be concentrated in particular communities and
neighborhoods referred to as Racially Concentrated Areas of Poverty (RCAP). The Met classifies RCAPs as census tracts where 50% or more
of the residents are people of color and 40% or
more of the residents have family incomes that
are less than 185% of the federal poverty
threshold. These RCAPs are particularly prevalent in North Minneapolis with small clusters in
South Minneapolis as well as in several neighborhoods in the St. Paul area and have grown in
recent years.
RCAPs are particularly disadvantaged seeing as
they often times host above average crime rates
and well below average graduation rates that
disproportionately affect minorities due to the
racial makeup of these areas. These issues are
coupled with limited access to dependable
transportation, work opportunities, and entrepreneurial supports that make for what may be
perceived as insurmountable barriers to individual and community improvement. Nevertheless,
MicroGrants is committed to rectifying these
barriers to self-sufficiency. In recognizing the
state of poverty in the Twin cities, particular in
RCAPs, MicroGrants central mission is ever more
pertinent. MicroGrants works tirelessly in the
hopes of assisting our grantees with their unique
predicaments and providing them the resources
to not only better themselves, but potentially
improve their communities in the process.

Additionally, it was found that between the
years 2011-2015, 12.6% of all Twin Cities residents lived in areas of concentrated poverty,
one of the highest rates the cities have seen in a
four year span in the past two decades. Research has demonstrated that poverty tends to
be spatially concentrated and such is the case
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A look into Microfinance in America
Beginning with his $27 loan to local villagers in Bangladesh, Mohammad Yunus established the first microfinance organization, Grameen Bank, in 1983. This adapted banking system extends small, no collateral loans to lowincome individuals who would otherwise not qualify through traditional financial institutions. Yunus’ model has delivered much success, lifting many borrowers out of poverty, helping them become financially self-sufficient, and has
traditionally yielded high repayment rates. The microfinance model has been replicated by many organizations, reaching an estimated 130 million clients around the world.
The institution of modern microfinance has evolved into a powerful tool to help empower low-income people
to establish their own businesses and lift themselves out of poverty. Replicating microfinance in the US is much more
complex as factors such as structure of financial institutions, more developed governmental regulations, and more
formal business practices require adaption of traditional microfinance strategies. American microfinance institutions
have therefore adjusted to best support the needs of domestic borrowers. MicroGrants’ strategies seek to not only
adapt, but also enhance these aspects.
MicroGrants’ collaboration with nonprofit partner agencies provide both a vetting process for grantees as well
as social support. Traditional loaning practices use a potential borrower’s credit score to evaluate the associated risk.
Without preexisting financial capital, it is much more difficult to establish sufficient credit to take out a loan, preventing low-income individuals from the ability to invest in themselves. As substitution, many microfinance organizations vet potential borrowers by their ability to organize their members of the community, demonstrating their social
capital. Most often, borrowers are required to find others to borrow with them, giving themselves social support as
well as group responsibility.

As an alternative, MicroGrants’ collaboration with partner agencies provides both the tools of the screening
process as well as valuable mentorship and a social network of support systems. The partner agencies’ experience
with their clients gives them the ability to best vet and identify potential grantees for MicroGrants as appropriately
and effectively as possible. After MicroGrants has awarded the grant, the partner agencies continue to work with
grantees, helping them shape business, education, and general life strategies. This mentorship network is especially
helpful for business grantees as they sometimes require additional assistance in order to navigate a complex economy. While most microfinance institutions in developing countries emphasize that borrowers already have the skills,
but only need money, due to the more complicated bureaucratic nature of the US, additional guidance and mentorship is much more imperative. For example, individuals opening a business need additional training to navigate the
legalities, licenses, and consumer protection policies. When enrolling in higher education, career strategy services and
mentoring is essential to not only attending school, but also obtaining a job.
For low-income individuals, the opportunity to receive a grant from MicroGrants allows grantees to invest
without the danger of predatory financial institutions. In most developing countries in which microfinance most often
operates, the US financial system is comprised of a more diverse set of financial institutions including traditional
banks, credit unions, check cashing stores, and loan companies. As low-income individuals are often unable to build
adequate credit to borrow from banks, they are either unable to take out loans or must rely on predatory loan agencies. For those who are able to procure a loan, very high interest rates often trap borrowers into a vicious cycle of interest payments. Access to microfinance allows individuals to invest in their businesses, education, transportation, or
ideas without being susceptible to indecipherable stipulations or overwhelming interest rates.
The transition and development of microfinance in America has required an iterative learning process in which
innovation has helped adjust methodologies to America’s unique conditions. By collaborating with local partner agencies, MicroGrants has connected the most helpful features of local organizations. The resulting multifaceted system is
better equipped and better connected to the suit grantees needs and help MicroGrants truly invest in people of potential.
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The MicroGrants Model
MicroGrants seeks out non profit organizations in
the greater Twin Cities area who are interested in
forming a partnership and becoming partner agencies

1.

2.

MicroGrants actively secures donations from private donors and foundations

3.

Partner agencies screen and recommend potential
grantees who have been working with them
through the various programs they offer
MicroGrants reviews and screens grant applicants to
ensure that potential grantees fit MicroGrants’ mission to spur economic self-sufficiency through strategic grant giving. If applicants are approved, MicroGrants writes checks to their name within a week
of receiving a grant application. Checks are mailed to
partner agencies that will oversee how grant money is
spent

4.

5.

Partner Agencies continue to provide mentorship
and coaching to grantees to ensure that grants
are appropriately utilized

In addition to mentorship and coaching, partner
agencies follow up with grant recipients through a
three month follow-up survey and submit the survey
responses to MicroGrants

6.

7.

As part of MicroGrants’ annual evaluation, interns process
and analyze all data collected through questionnaires and
follow up with surveys and interviews with the grantees to
evaluate the results and make suggestions for improvements to the program.
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Methodology
The 2016 Evaluation Report examined the impact of MicroGrants’ award upon its 2016 recipients’ employability,
financial stability, and wellbeing. This evaluation process is a tool to understand the the demographics of the
grantees, and assess MicroGrants’ short-term impact.
Primary questions investigated are:
• What is the demographic background of grantees?
• How were the grants spent?
• What is the short-term impact of these grant in regard to grantees’ employability, financial stability, and
well-being?
• Did the grants allow the recipients to meet their goals?
• How could the grantees be further supported?
This study incorporated two data collection protocols, the
individual’s original application to MicroGrants and the 3
month follow-up survey. The cloud computing program
Salesforce was used to collect, store, and manage data
from both documents. The application is submitted by
partner agencies, nominating prospective grantees. Three
months after the grant is dispensed to the grantee, MicroGrants sends the electronic 3 month follow-up survey to
the partner agency, who sends it to the grantee. In most
cases, grantees self-reported information on the 3 month follow-up survey, however some surveys were submitted
by partner agencies on behalf of grantees. Both documents are located in the appendix of this document.
The grantees’ initial application was submitted by the partner organization on behalf of the grantee to MicroGrants. The application was composed of collection of multiple choice and open-ended questions, obtaining
basic demographics, education levels, socioeconomic background, intent of use for grant, and goals.
The follow-up survey was given three months after the grant was dispensed. Following the pre-existing channels of
communication, MicroGrants dispensed the electronic survey to the partner organization, who forwarded the survey to the grantees. The partner agencies were encouraged to remind grantees to complete the survey or help
them as necessary. However, involvement of partner organizations was limited and some grantees did not complete the survey. This section utilized a series multiple choice, open ended, and dichotomous questions to assess
grant usage as well as the grant’s short term impact upon the financial situation and employment status of the
grantee. Questions posed in Likert scale format sought to assess the wellbeing of the grantee.
In June of 2017, grant evaluators began the process of collecting missing application data and 3 month surveys. To
complete the data set from Part 1 of the questionnaire, grant evaluators contacted the necessary partner organizations and obtained information from their records. To complete the data set from Part 2 of the questionnaire,
grant evaluators conducted two rounds of data collection, reminding partner agencies twice to contact grantees
and complete the follow-up surveys. MicroGrants motivated partner agencies by communicating the importance
of the follow-up survey to the annual evaluation as well as stating the organization's’ survey response rates would
impact the ability of MicroGrants to award their next year’s allocations. MicroGrants did not contact grantees directly, preserving the relationship between partner agency and grantee.
Following the conclusion of the data collection, the programs RStudio and Excel were used for data cleaning and
analysis. Throughout the evaluation process, grant evaluators met with two mentors to guide this process.
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Grantee Demographics

This year saw an overwhelming percentage of grants awarded for transportation
and business purposes, a drastic change from last year where education based
grants made up a strong majority of grants.

Gender Breakdown
Gender Breakdown

327, 38%

Female
523, 62%

Male

61.4% of grantees identified as women, a
slight increase from last year’s figure of
60%. The male proportion of grantees correspondingly decreased to 38.4% from last
year’s 40%. Two grantees also identified as
neither male nor females making up .2% of
all grantees, an increase from last year as
no grantees had reported other.

2 reported their gender as “Other”, but due to size of sample were
excluded from the graphic leading to rounded percentages

Age Distribution

Grantees tended to cluster in the 30s and 40s age wise with a mean age of 39.2 years old (standard deviation 12.5). The youngest of grant recipients was 17 years old while the oldest was 79.
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Ethnicity Breakdown

At 40.6%, African Americans make up the ethnic proportion, twice as large as the second largest cohort,
White/Caucasian, 20.1%.

Level of Education
31.7% of all MicroGrants recipients have earned
an Associate’s Degree, another two year degree, or attended Trade or Technical school
making for the largest proportion of grantees.
Just above 15%, the 4th largest proportion, reported having degrees above a bachelor’s. Analysis of this data has lead to the conclusion that
this substantial proportion of well-educated
individuals receiving a grant meant for lowincome peoples is because the degrees were for
the most part earned outside of the US. As a
result, a greater sum than would likely otherwise be the case have reported post graduate
degrees.

Income Breakdown

All recipients of grants fell below the poverty line
for a family of four ($36,000). The largest proportion of grantees also earned incomes in the $0$5,000 cohort, well below the poverty line.
These statistics suggest that MicroGrants is serving the appropriate population as stipulated by their mission,
those who are living in poverty in the Twin Cities.
15

Public Assistance
Public Assistance

MicroGrants recipients were split
nearly evenly when it came to use of
public assistance. 396 grantees, or
47% of all survey responding grantees,
reported receiving public assistance
while 440 (53%) did not.

No

47%

53%

Yes

Household Size
Household sizes tended to be smaller among
grantees with most reporting household sizes ranging from 1 (just themselves) to 4 with
83.5% reporting that way.

Number of Household Size
300

275

Frequency

250
200

176

146

150

103
100

65

33

50

21

19

7

8-13

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Number of Household Size

Number of Dependents
Number of Dependents

This question, unlike the above question that
asked for entire household size, asks specifically for the number of dependents that the
grantee supports. This, in most cases, dealt
with the number of children that grantees
have with most reporting having no none
(382, 45.6%). Of those who reported having
dependents, most only had only 1 or 2 with
37% of all grantees indicating such.

450

400

382

350

Frequency

300

250

200
157

153

150

100

78

50

35
18

9

6

6

7-10

0

0

1

2

3

4

5

Number of Dependents
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Geographic Distribution of Grantees in the Twin Cities
Below is a geographical breakdown of MicroGrants recipients in the Twin Cities area by concentration of
grantees. Only the Twin Cities area is displayed because the proportion of grantees in Florida and those in
various cities and states in the US was too small to effectively display visually. As evident from the graphic,
the North side of Minneapolis, an area of great focus for MicroGrants, received a large sum of awarded
grants suggesting that target populations are being reached through MicroGrants’ evaluation process.
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Allocation
Equipment (Intermediate Goods) - 116
The majority of business grants were spent on
the purchase of equipment. This includes only
intermediate goods, which are used to produce
final goods for sale.

Inventory (Final Goods) - 29
Several grants were spent on new inventory including only final goods for sale. This does not
include equipment used for production.

Advertising and Marketing - 76

Business grants help entrepreneurs either establish
a business or enhance their existing business. Business grantees are often trained by their partner
agency’s business mentors and financial advisors.
Uses for business grants vary greatly, from funding
the purchase of essential assets to paying tuition for
business development courses. MicroGrants seeks to
fund growth initiatives that will spur self-sufficiency,
and therefore does not pay for ongoing expenses
that does not improve long-term sustainability such
as rent payments.

Grant Use

Business Grants

Many grants were used for advertising and marketing including websites, social media, pamphlets, etc.

Technology - 48
Improvements to communication, data storage
and efficiency of services (ex. laptops)

Licensing - 38
These grants funded mostly start-ups, who
would not be able to otherwise enter the market without the assistance of a microgrant.

Insurance - 10
A few grants were utilized the pay insurance
fees. This provides much needed stability and
protection from potential future disasters.

Business Expansion - 6
This includes expenses for business expansion
including the hiring of staff and acquisition of
another company.

Third-party services - 12
Services that include business training programs, business related legal fees,

Building Improvements - 7
Improvements to building infrastructure to align
with city codes and increase marketability
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Allocation
Basic Skills Enhancement - 17
Funds skill-building workshops giving grantees
degrees to obtain higher-skilled employment

Professional Licenses and Certifications 18
Fund preparatory courses or exam fees, allowing individuals to demonstrate skills in a specific
field and obtain formal certification

Support for Education - 26
Assists with purchase of expenses such as textbooks, laptops and computers

Education and training grants fund education programs to help recipients attain new skills for employment, earn licenses through short term vocational
programs, and provide support for long term educational goals by funding tuition, textbooks, or computers - expenses not covered by financial aid at two
and four year higher education institutions.

Grant Use

Education Grants

Associate’s and Bachelor’s Degree - 36
Funds tuition for Associate and Bachelor Degree
Programs

Master’s Degrees and PhDs - 4
Funds tuition for Master’s Degrees and PhD Programs
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Allocation
Vehicle Purchases - 137
These grants were used for the purchase of a
new vehicle in order to give grantees greater
freedom and accessibility to transportation.
These grants will at times exceed the typical
$1,000 grant amount given the a used vehicle
will often times cost more than the typical MicroGrant amount.

Vehicle Repairs - 71
Funds in this sub-category are used for vehicle
repairs that have the potential to cause grantees
to lose their employment due to lack of transportation. Repairs include transmission repairs

Transportation grants help remove transportationrelated barriers to self-sufficiency. Improved ability
to access and utilize transportation services, whether this takes the form of vehicle repairs or purchase,
can greatly increase the work perspectives of our
grantees. MicroGrants assists grantees in their purchase of a used vehicle in the hopes of bettering
their livelihood and encouraging economic competence and responsibility. Additionally, low-income
people are typically ill equipped for vehicle repairs
given the necessity of living from paycheck to
paycheck preventing an accumulation of savings. As
a result, car troubles or car tows can have vast economic impacts for low-incomes people, including job
loss.
On occasion, MicroGrants will help grantees pay fees
or fines that deter grantees from access to their vehicle. Such an exception has been made by MicroGrants in such cases seeing as the ability to pay
off one time transportation associated fines has the
great potential to prevent subsequent unemployment. MicroGrants can also help recipients obtain a
driver’s license or pay driver’s license reinstatement
fees, as having a valid driver’s license is necessary for
many jobs.

Grant Use

Transportation Grants

License Fees - 42
Grants allocating to license fees are typically
utilized to pay off old tickets and penalties that
have operated as road blocks to grantee’s attempts to be self-sufficient.
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Allocation

Other Grants
Grants that do not fall into the major grant categories of business, education, and/or transportation
are categorized into the overarching “other” grants
category. This grant category includes 3 important
sub-categories: PPL Graduates, Legal Fees, and Miscellaneous grants. Through the addition of this grant
category in this year’s report, MicroGrants is better
able to evaluate the distribution through a more precise grant type breakdown. Such sub-categories in
turn allow for a greater understanding of grant recipients’ needs and therefore allows for MicroGrants to
better cater to them when awarding future grants.

“Other” Grant Types

PPL Graduate Gift- 200
These grants have been awarded to individuals who have completed and graduated from
one of Project for Pride in Living’s preprofessional programs. These grants are typically well below the average $1000 dollars
awarded for other grant types, averaging
approximately $200 per grant. The grants
are often times utilized by graduates for the
purchase of professional clothing for interviews and work in the hopes of attaining employment. (no surveys)

Immigration - 11
Grants utilized for legal fees are that are typically associated with fees associated with
immigration.

Employment or Green Card - 7
Funds awarded for the attainment of
a temporary employment or Green
Card
Citizenship - 2
Grant used for fees and services related to the attainment of US citizenship
Family Law - 2

Used for legal fees dealing with resolution of disputes such as child custody or divorce

Miscellaneous– 24
These grants were most often used for transitional fees and expenses such as moving
costs and restitution fees.
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Grant Types Comparison
Gender by Purpose
Just under 62% of all grantees reported themselves as being female and
the various grant types demonstrated
this statistic with the exception of
transportation grants. Transportation grants were the only grant type
with more males than females while
business grants were the closest to
being equal proportionally. Further
research on this is required to deduce
a reason if such proportions continue
and create a trend in future years.

GENDER BY PURPOSE
Business

53.9%

Education

46.1%
68.6%

Transportation

31.4%

43.3%

56.7%

Legal

72.7%

Miscellaneous

27.3%

70.8%

PPL Graduates

29.2%
88.0%
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10%

20%

30%

40%
Female

12.0%
50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Male

Income by Purpose
Though annual income of all
grantees has been previously
reported, it’s important to
evaluate the annual incomes
of grantees by individual grant
types. As is evident from the
graphic of this data, the financial make-up of grantees is
dependent on the type of
grant they received. Business
grantees tended to be clustered in the $10,000+ cohorts
while education grantees and
PPL graduates tended to be in
lower income cohorts, likely
resulting from a lack of income while earning a degree.

ANNUAL INCOME BY PURPOSE
0%
Business

10%
19.8%

Education

30%

33.7%

Legal

20.8%

32.2%

$5,000-$10,000

70%

90%

31.4%

100%

16.1%

24.2%
9.1%

23.0%
36.4%

25.0%

37.5%

11.0%
14.0%

80%
34.0%

14.4%

45.0%

$0-$5,000

60%

31.6%

18.2%

12.5%

All Purposes

50%

16.7%

27.3%

PPL Graduates

40%

12.6%
37.3%

Improve Transportation

Miscellaneous

20%

15.5%
25.1%

$10,000-$20,000

28.5%
27.1%

$20,000-$36,000
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Education by Purpose
EDUCATION BY PURPOSE
0%

10%

PURPOSE

Business 4.5%2.0%
Education

5.1%

Improve Transportation

5.6%

Legal

40%

19.4%

70%

80%

14.4%

42.5%

Associate's/2-Year Degree

3.2%

18.2%
12.5%
12.0%

31.7%

100%

12.7%
22.2%

18.2%
29.2%

90%

21.9%

35.3%

8.3%

GED

60%

33.1%

9.5%

5.5%

50%
23.9%

5.9%

Grand Total 3.8% 6.0%

No High School

30%

9.1%

Miscellaneous
PPL Graduates

20%

18.7%

Bachelor's Degree/4-Year Degree

12.5%
24.0%
15.0%

Above Bachelor's Degree

The most common degree held for
business grantees was a Bachelors
Degree followed by a degree higher
than a Bachelors. It should be noted
that some degrees, especially postsecondary qualifications, are earned
at international institutions. The highest degree held by Education grantees
was a High School Diploma (as their
last grant, not in progress). The most
common degree for transportation
and legal grantees was a High School

Diploma. It should be noted that while high school diploma and GED are of the same qualification, the distribution
and proportions suggest that these two populations experience differing situations and needs.

Age by Purpose
Labels on this graphic show both
the median and mean age for
each purpose. Business grantees
has the highest median age, followed by transportation, miscellaneous, legal, and then education and PPL Graduate grantees.
An Anova test shows that difference of group means are statistically significant within the 5%
confidence level. While the
range of age was largest for
transportation (61), followed by
business (59), Education & PPL Graduates, Miscellaneous, and Legal grantees. However, measures of standard
deviation show that Miscellaneous grantees were dispersed over the largest range, followed by Education, PPL
Graduates, and Business, Transportation, and Legal. This means that the these particular grants went to a larger
range of age.
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Survey results
Reported below are the responses for four questions from the three month follow-up survey that were utilized
to determine the suggestive impact of MicroGrants in the life of grantees. Through an evaluation of the survey
responses, coupled with the substantially increased response rate of this year, a better understanding of MicroGrants’ role and the manner in which it can be better improved are more evident.

Goal Achievement
Did you achieve the goal you set for yourself when you received the MicroGrant?

Of those who responded to the survey, an overwhelming percentage reported that they have achieved or
are in progress to achieve the goals they had set for themselves prior to receiving a grant with 93.89% of
respondents reporting such. These numbers are encouraging and suggestive of the impact that MicroGrants may be having in their ability to succeed in the goals they set and assist them in achieving selfsufficiency.

Impact on Income
How was your income impacted by receiving a MicroGrant?

The percentage of grantees reporting an increase in income improved as compared to
last year’s figures moving up from 69% to
77.5%. It is important to note with this survey
question that a technical error made it so
there was no option on the survey to indicate
that there was no impact to income after receiving the grant. For this reason, conclusions
drawn from these figures should be reserved
seeing as the data is inherently skewed as a
result of this option being unavailable. Nevertheless, this improvement is noteworthy given that the question as identical to what was asked last year
so this increase in those reporting improved income is still suggestive of greater grant impact.
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Impact on Quality of Life
On a scale from 1-5, how would you rate your improvement in quality of life since receiving a MicroGrant?

This survey question, evaluating improvement in life quality of grantees, yielded responses of 4 or 5 (substantial increase and “quite a lot” of an increase in life quality) by 74.9%
of all respondents. 98.3% of all grantees also reported seeing some improvement in their
life quality since receiving the grant. These results are extremely encouraging, suggesting
that receiving a microgrant does improve the life quality of an overwhelming percentage
of grant recipients.

Future Optimism
On a scale from 1-5, how would your rate your optimism for the future after receiving a MicroGrant?

93.3% of grantees who responded to the survey reported feeling very or somewhat optimistic
for the future with a large majority reporting that they felt
“very positive”.
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Data Analysis
1. Grantmaking grows in both quantity and communities served
In 2016, MicroGrants distributed 852 grants, a 35% increase from last year. MicroGrants actively strives to
reach out to as many diverse communities as possible and regularly incorporates new nonprofits to the program.
This past year, three new nonprofits joined MicroGrants’ partner agency network. In the upcoming years, MicroGrants will continue to diversify the breadth of partner agencies, expanding further in the Twin Cities area as well
as satellite locations in Chicago, IL and Naples, FL. By expanding the scope of partner agencies, MicroGrants hopes to
reach more underserved populations.
2. Survey response rates have improved
The 2016 survey response rate was 65.3%, a substantial increase from 48% in 2015, and 40% in
2014. MicroGrants collaborates with many different organizations to perform this evaluation including the partner
agencies which administer the survey. This structure allows for MicroGrants to keep operating costs at a minimum.
This year, it was noted that some partner agencies experience turnover of staff and while the general response rate
across all grantees was higher, the response rate of particular agencies was lower than in years past. Going forward,
MicroGrants will develop a system of target response rates to incentivize higher response rates from partner agencies. In addition, there are a multitude of circumstances that influence a grantee’s ability to respond to the 3-month
survey. As low income populations tend to be highly mobile, many times unexpected life changes can limit access to
computers and phone services.
Of the three primary categories, the response rate for education grantees was the highest at 74.6%, followed by 63.5% for business grantees, and 61.5% for transportation grantees. One statistical evaluation called, an
Anova test, compares the clustering of values for each population group to assess if each average is distinct and statistically significant. An Anova test comparing the response rate for each purpose type reported a p-value of 0.0426,
concluding that these means are statistically significant to the 5% confidence interval.
A linear regression was used to predict response rate, analyzing purpose, age cohort, gender, ethnicity, income, education, being single, and presence of children. With the basis of 5% confidence level, data suggests that
older grantees were more likely to respond. As aforementioned, out of the three main purposes, education grantees
had the highest response rates. Interestingly, grantees with children were 6.5% more likely to complete the survey
as compared to childless grantees. The factors of gender, ethnicity, education level, income, and status of living
alone or cohabiting with another adult were not reliable predictors of response rate.
3. Grantees had high rates of success at achieving their MicroGrants goals
In the grant application, applications must not only state their expected purchases, but also their goals for
use of the grant. 93.9% of survey respondents (400), stated that they achieved or were in progress of achieving their
goals. Evaluators further investigated the circumstances of the 24 respondents who were not able to achieve their
goals. Out of the business grantees, two respondents stated that a severe drought in Florida had caused significant
setbacks for their businesses; both stated they had taken temporary jobs to supplement income until their business
prospects had improved. Three respondents reported that major life changes such as health issues or the recent
death of a family member had impacted their ability to work. One individual attempted to use the money towards
becoming a taxi driver, however discovered this was not feasible, and instead used the tuition for school. Partner
agencies were unable to get in contact with five of these respondents to procure additional details.
4. Helps on the way to self-sufficiency
77.5% of respondents stated that after three months, their income had increased. This may suggest that MicroGrants is helpful in assisting grantees reach self-sufficiency. It should be noted that due to survey formatting, the
options choices were “increased” and “decreased”, without including “stayed the same”. About 82% of transportation and miscellaneous categories respectively reported increased income. 76.4% of business grantees reported an
increase in income. As this check-in is only 3-months after the grant is dispensed, it may be too short of a time period for some businesses to experience any significant change in income. Especially for transportation grantees, some
grants may be to help prevent someone from losing a job, therefore maintaining the level of income would be com26

pletion of the goal.
5. Grantees report feelings of boost of wellbeing
In addition to long-term employability and financial self-sufficiency, MicroGrants seeks to assess the impact of
MicroGrants upon the wellbeing of the grantees. Using a Likert scale, a scale that measures intensity of response or
feelings from one to five, grantees self-reported change to “quality of life” and optimism for the future. At an average
of 4.44, legal grantees reported the highest rating, followed by transportation grantees at 4.41, Miscellaneous grantees
reported 4.19, education 4.01, and business 3.79. The next question asked grantees to self-report optimism for the
future on a scale from one to five. Miscellaneous grantees had the highest average (5.00), followed by transportation
grantees (4.94), Business grantees (4.93), and finally Legal grantees and Education grantees (4.90). An Anova test tested the average of each purpose to test if these differences were random chance or statistically significant. This test
concluded that for each respective grant type, these differences means are statistically significant within the 5% confidence interval. While these values appear to have a positive skew, further analysis to understand causes for this particular ordering may prove insightful.
6. MicroGrants’ continued iterative process improves the grant awarding system
One strength of MicroGrants is that it utilizes preexisting community networks and relations. Because the nonprofit partner agencies have significant experience with their clients and potential future grantees, they are the most
qualified sources to recommend the best candidates to MicroGrants. After receiving the grantee applications, MicroGrants then appraises requests to approve or reject them.
MicroGrants continues to improve this process and has incorporated new measures to help grantees spend
their grant most effectively. As transportation grants are consistently the largest proportion of grants given and have
increased 206.55% over the past five years, MicroGrants taken measures to refine this process. Much of MicroGrants’
success is due to the strength of local community ties. MicroGrants has partnered with the auto shop chain, Bobby and
Steve’s, to adapt their services to better serve grantees.
MicroGrants has added an additional step to the transportation grant process to ensure that the potential purchase or repair will secure safe, reliable, and efficacious transportation. Before a vehicle purchase, Bobby and Steve’s
will perform an assessment upon the potential vehicle to ensure that it is a properly functioning, dependable vehicle.
Before MicroGrants awards a repair grant, the auto shop will perform an assessment of the car and quote an estimate
of the repairs necessary. This predetermined quote allows for MicroGrants to confirm that the intended amount of the
MicroGrant is a sufficient amount to pay for the necessary repairs. Additionally, checks are given directly to Bobby and
Steve’s the ensure that they are going to the intended purchase. As a final safeguard for transportation grantees, Bobby and Steves has guaranteed three months of free maintenance for transportations. Grantees can trust that in their
vehicle’s safety and secure transportation
As education grants were the largest proportion given during 2015, MicroGrants reviewed this process. This
year, for education grants intended for back tuition, MicroGrants has required submission of the term bill along with
grant application.
7. Hard work, opportunity, life changing rewards
So how does MicroGrants evaluate our success? MicroGrants utilizes a double pronged approach to evaluating the success of our grants by evaluating both quantitative and more intangible qualitative aspects. Our quantitative approach
looks to evaluate the impact of the grant on a recipient’s ability to find employment and increase their income in the
hopes of becoming more self sufficient. Such can be determined through a comparison of grantees’ employment status
and income before and after receiving the grant. Though these figures are of great importance to MicroGrants, the value of the less tangible qualitative measures can’t be understated. MicroGrants strives in its mission to push grantees
toward self-sufficiency and a psychological aspect plays an important role in the ability of grantees to succeed in this.
Through these grants, MicroGrants also looks to cultivate a sense of optimism for the future and an understanding
among grantees that regardless of their circumstances, they are not alone in their struggles. Not only do we give
$1,000 grants, but most importantly hope, ownership, and a chance to improve grantee’s outlook on life.
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Our Partner Agencies
Minneapolis
African Development Center
The ADC works with the African communities of Minneapolis to establish and grow
successful businesses, build assets, and promote community reinvestment.
American Dream Law
American Dream Law provides legal services to immigrants in the Twin Cities area.
Beacon Interfaith
Beacon is an interfaith collaborative of congregations ending homelessness through
housing, shelter and advocacy.
Bii Gii Wiin Community Development Loan Fund
Bii Gii Wiin works with the Native American communities in Minnesota to promote
home ownership.
CommonBond
CommonBond helps connect adults, children, families, and people with disabilities
with affordable housing. These services help transform lives and support long-term
community building.
Daily Work
Daily Work provides free one-to-one case management, as well as coaching a technical help to struggling job seekers in the community.
EMERGE Community Development
EMERGE helps thousands of adults and youth access jobs, financial coaching, supportive housing, and other key services, along pathways to brighter futures.
Goodwill/Easter Seals of Minnesota
Goodwill/Easter Seals assists people with barriers to education, employment and independence in achieving their goals.
Incarnation Church
Based in southeast Minneapolis, Incarnation Lutheran Church embodies God’s love, as
they connect, grow, serve, and invite all to join in fellowship.
Jeremiah Program
The Jeremiah Program empowers single mothers and children to break the cycle of
poverty by providing a campus community where they can prosper. This program supports women pursuing postsecondary education by providing safe affordable housing,
life skills education, empowerment training, and early childhood education opportunities.
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Metropolitan Consortium of Community Developers
MCCD is an association of community development organizations committed to expanding the wealth and resources of neighborhoods through housing and economic
development initiatives.
Metropolitan Economic Development Association
MEDA offers one-on-one business consulting, training, leadership development, government contracting assistance, access to financing, networking, minority certifications
assistance, strategic planning, and more.
Midtown Global Market
Midtown Global Market is a vibrant public market that builds upon the economic, social, and cultural assets of the surrounding community. Home to over 45 businesses
spanning over 22 cultures, the MGM welcomes the diverse peoples of the community
to share and celebrate the foods, arts, crafts, and culture of their heritages.
Minneapolis Urban League
The Minneapolis Urban League connects African descendants and other people of color to opportunities to engender their economic success and prosperity as well as effectively advocate for policies that eradicate racial disparities.
Neighborhood Development Center
NDC works in the low-income communities of St. Paul, Minneapolis, surrounding suburbs, and Greater Minnesota to help emerging entrepreneurs develop successful businesses that serve their community, and to help community groups build a stronger
neighborhood economy.
North American Western Dressage
North American Western Dressage offers recognition and education for riders from all
backgrounds as we help equestrians enhance their performance, relationship, and the
long-term soundness of their horse.
Northside Achievement Zone
The Northside Achievement Zone collaborates with partner organizations to support
low-income families to put their children on the path to college.
Partnership Academy
Partnership Academy is a public charter school that serves K-5 students.

People Responding in Social Ministry
PRISM is a community-funded social service agency that provides families in need with
food, financial assistance, transportation and other services.
Project DIVA
Project DIVA is a coaching and mentoring organization for young black women and girls
in grades 1-12. Volunteer coaches and mentors provide spaces for these girls to grow
into young women by encouraging them to self-discover without limits.
Providence House
The Providence house is a nursing and short-term rehabilitation service provider located in the heart of south Minneapolis, Minnesota. This nonprofit focuses on improving
wellbeing and offers memory care, rehabilitation and therapy, and skilled nursing.
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Project for Pride in Living
PPL works with low-income families and individuals throughout the Twin Cities metro
area, helping them achieve self-sufficiency through employment training as well as
education, housing, and support services.
Ramsey County
Workforce Solutions of Ramsey County provides employment and training services to
businesses and job seekers in Ramsey County. The mission of Workforce Solutions is to
strengthen the economic success of the community through personalized and effective
workforce development.
Salvation Army Adult Rehabilitation Center
The Salvation Army ARC provides spiritual, social, and emotional assistance for people
who are addicted to substances. This program helps community members re-enter
society and find meaningful employment.
Salvation Army Brown Booth House
The Salvation Army Brown Booth House operates as the home of the Foyer Program, a
transitional living programs for 16-25 year-olds.
Summit Academy OIC
Summit Academy OIC is an educational and vocational training center that empowers
both youth and adults residing in economically depressed neighborhoods of the Twin
Cities to become educated, employed, contributing members of their community.
St. Paul Housing Agency
The PHA coordinates safe and a affordable housing as well as a host of service programs for low-income residents, including "welfare to work" programs, homeownership programs, community policing, assisted living services for frail elderly and disabled residents, and others.
Twin Cities RISE!
TCR seeks to transform lives out of poverty through long-term meaningful employment. Through various programs of work skills training, coordinated internships, and
employment placement services, participants - primarily men from communities of
color in the Twin Cities area - are empowered to achieve long term job success and
support their families.
Wilder Foundation
The Wilder Foundation promotes the social welfare of persons resident or located in
the greater St. Paul metropolitan area.
WomenVenture
WomenVenture is dedicated to helping women gain economic prosperity and are national leader in guiding, training and networking women to achieve their true potential
Women Achieving New Directions
WAND is part of RESOURCE through the Employment Action Center. WAND seeks to
improve the live of single and working mothers.
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Florida
Grace Place
Grace Place provides pathways out of poverty by educating children and families
Habitat for Humanity
Habitat for Humanity brings people together to build homes, communities, and
hope.
St. Matthew’s House
St. Matthew’s House strives to end hunger, homelessness, and addiction in
Southwest Florida.

SWFL Microenterprise Institute
The MicroEnterprise program helps disadvantaged individuals with low to moderate income levels to launch or stabilize their own businesses.

Chicago
St. Pius V Parish
St. Pius V Parish has served working-class immigrants in Chicago’s Pilsen
neighborhood for 131 years. St. Pius V is a safe haven for Latino immigrants as
well as the established Hispanic community.
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Recommendations
APPLICATION CONTENT
For education identification, include option to indicate if degree was earned outside of the US
33.7% of grantees reported having earned a bachelor’s degree or higher, a higher than expected proportion given MicroGrants’ target population for these grants. For this reason, it is important to make a distinction between degrees
earned in the US and those earned outside of it in order to better understand and serve the grantee population.
Ask for precise income measurement
Asking applicants to provide a specific number enables a more precise measurement of change of income. In addition,
this allows for more flexibility, allowing for MicroGrants to complete more in depth evaluations as well as compare values with poverty levels.
Replace questions, “Goal…” and “Usage & Need” with more specific questions
The current questions tend to be ambiguous and sometimes the intended expenditures can be unclear. While plans
sometimes change, additional specification would help grantees plan use of their grant and help MicroGrants better
evaluate applications.
Suggestions:
1. Itemized list of expected purchases, costs, and explanation
2. What are your short term goals with this grant?
3. What is your story?
Grantee must agree to complete the mandatory 3-Month survey as a condition of grant
Though the survey response rate was greatly improved this year to 65%, there is still much room for improvement. In
order to increase response rates even further we recommend that the 3 month survey be identified as mandatory prior
to awarding of grant. The grantees should additionally be required to agree a condition stipulating that they will complete the survey 3 months after having received a grant.
Make all questions mandatory
A large sum of grant applications were missing some information in that the submitted form was not complete at the
time of submission. This included missing demographic information that evaluators require to create a profile of grantees. In order to ensure this data is present for evaluators at the time of the annual evaluation, we recommend that all
questions on the form be mandatory and that the form itself not be accepted until all questions have been answered.
For questions that seek to assess impact of grant, include in both the application and 3-Month survey to be able to
measure change and truly assess impact. Ensure that questions and multiple choice answers are phrased identically.

In order to measure impact, there must be data collection both before and after the intervention to measure change.
Example:
1. Asking Likert scale questions in both the application and the survey
2. What is your employment status?
3. Employed Full-time
4. Employed Part-time
5. Self-employed
6. Unemployed
7. Please provide an estimate of your yearly income
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SURVEY CONTENT
Incorporate purpose specific questions to evaluate the effectiveness of each type of grant.
As the grants were awarded for a particular purpose, more in-depth, specific questions would better evaluate the impact of the grant per grantees situation.
Example:
• Transportation
Did the grant allow you to improve your form of transportation?
Did the transportation grant allow you to gain work that you might not have been able to otherwise?
Does the transportation gained allow you to be self sufficient? Can you travel without relying on others
Is your transportation safe, secure, and sustainable in the long-run?
• Education
What is your expected graduation?
Are you on track to graduation?
• Business
Has microgrants helped your business?
Is your business still on track to open?
Is your business still open?
In the past three months, has your business made a profit or has been on track to make a profit?
The role of the mentor must also be analyzed
Many studies have proven how the role of mentors can be significantly impactful upon a mentee’s professional, educational, and personal development. Better understanding this potential factor may be helpful in better understanding
factors into the trajectory of grantees. This question must be communicated so that respondents understand that it is
not a personal evaluation or judgement of the mentor and does not affect MicroGrants’ opinion of the organization.
This metric helps MicroGrants better understand how to better support grantees.
Potential question
On a scale of 1 to 5, estimate the involvement of a mentor
1) Did not have a mentor
2) Had a mentor but never connected
3) Spoke with mentor once or twice
4) Spoke with mentor several times
5) Spoke with mentor regularly, at least biweekly
MicroGrants must consider how it wishes to measure success.
MicroGrants has made its mission to provide low income people with the resources necessary to become economically
self-sufficient, but clear metrics need to be established by MicroGrants as to what self-sufficiency entails. Through a
mix of quantitative measures like increase in income or ability to save money and qualitative measures like optimism
for the future and sense of financial security, a more holistic image of self-sufficiency can be established and regularly
tracked to compare impact from year to year.

DATA COLLECTION PROCESS
Set and implement explicit deadlines for the completion of the 3-Month Survey. (1 month after the survey is sent
out)
It’s important to create a set standard for the completion of the 3-month survey by partner agencies and grantees in
order to maintain the integrity of the collected survey data. At the time the interns begin collecting missing surveys in
June, the surveys are already a minimum of three months late with a potential maximum of a year and three months.
This variance in collection times means that the check in points for grantees are extremely variant therefore hindering
the continuity and efficacy of the collected data. For this reason, it is best to establish a one month deadline for com33

of the survey to both combat this issue and take pressure off of the partner agencies during the June missing survey
collection. Additionally, a contract of sorts should be signed by grantees in which they agree to complete the survey
three months after having been awarded a grant.
Ensure that questions and surveys cannot be submitted without completion
When the interns enter MicroGrants in June a large part of their work early on consists of filling in missing data from
the initial grant application due to incomplete forms. Many hours are used to contact grantees and partner agencies to
collect missing information that could otherwise be used for the report itself. Additionally, in many instances the missing information can not be recollected in its entirety therefore leading to incomplete sets of data. This can be combatted by requiring that all questions on the application form as well as the 3-month survey are completed in order to
submit it in any capacity.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AND EXPANSION
MicroGrants must invest into a larger scale randomized study, establishing a control group
In order to truly evaluate the impact of grants, a randomized study with a control group would allow MicroGrants to a
assess the impact of grants. Individuals in this study must be randomly sorted between the control and experimental
groups. If grantees are selected based on any qualifications or by which seem most promising, this will bias the experiment. MicroGrants could apply for funding specifically from research focused organizations or this study could be commissioned by outside an outside donor.
While on the way to the larger scale randomized study, survey questions intended to measure impact of grant
should be included on the application (before the grant) as well as on the 3-Month survey in order to truly assess
impact

Survey Response must be increased
Higher response rates allow for more accurate conclusions.
Ideas:
• In application, formally agree to complete the 3 month survey as a condition of the grant
• Implement stricter survey deadlines (1 month after survey is released to grantee) in order to maintain better
contact with grantee and avoid delays, resulting in unmanageable quantity of surveys at the end of the year
• Provide monetary incentive to return the survey
• Apply for funding specifically for studies
• Earmark these funds so that donor money is directed only to grants
Propose a longitudinal study of grantees
As MicroGrants continues to develop and grow throughout the years, moving towards a larger scale, longitudinal study
will allow MicroGrants to evaluate the long-term impact of MicroGrants. In addition, this would help to have directory
of all grantees and an active alumni base.
Reevaluate the $1000 amount that is given
As the MicroGrants amount, $1000, was proposed over a decade ago, it may be prudent to evaluate the effectiveness
of this amount of grant. Due to inflation, this amount may be less sufficient to cover needs of grantees, seeing as $1000
a decade ago is approximately $1,196.39, a nearly 20% increase. While this amount gives grantees the boost up for this
specific opportunity at hand, having additional funds may help act as a buffer when inevitable life emergencies arise
and threaten to cause the grantee to fall back into poverty.
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Establish set standards that must be met in order to approve a grant. These standards do not need strict, just important to establish some type of consistent methodology for approving grants.
Having a set methodology as reference will help MicroGrants maintain and develop their mission. Using this practice to
evaluate applications will also help facilitate consistency as well as clarity and allow for successors to easily understand
the process.
Example:
General:
• Did the grantee provide a complete explanation of the what the funds are to be used for?
• Does this grant sufficiently provide enough funds to pay for the need?
Transportation:
• Does Bobby and Steve’s approve of the car?
Develop a system with partner agencies to clarify and improve system of survey responses
System with graduated levels in which partner agencies much reach a specific percentage of survey responses. If they
reach this benchmark, the organization can be eligible for an increase in number grants. If the organization does not
meet this percentage, their grants are decreased and they are placed on probation for a year. If they do not meet this
standard, their grants will be further decreased. This process should not be punitive, but encouragement. Many factors
such as organization size, maturity, or employment turnover should be taken into account. As our nonprofits are doing
very important work and are often understaffed, this system must be mutually beneficial for both partner agencies and
MicroGrants and help support future administration.
Proposal: New initiative to help unbanked grantees with supportive, appropriate financial services
MicroGrants can give individuals the push forward, however for many the prospects for financial security are severely
limited as about 20% of individuals do not have a bank account. Exclusion from the financial mainstream does not only
prohibit access to critical tools and services, but as check cashing services cost 3% - 10% for each check, unbanked populations are almost penalized. As a nexus between unbanked populations and financial institutions, MicroGrants has
the opportunity to solve this problem. MicroGrants could expand upon its method of collaboration with preexisting
institutions and partner with a particular bank or set of bankers that could facilitate access to appropriate financial services and also provide financial literacy training. Research must be conducted in order to identify an institution that
would best suits the grantees’ needs. TCF bank has been identified as a possible partner. TCF offers financial literacy
training programs as well as no fee checking accounts. MicroGrants should contact local branches to further investigate
next steps of this program. The advent of mobile and online banking allows for reliable and convenient access to accounts. This helps eliminate some barriers related to accessibility and work schedule constraints. Through this initiative, MicroGrants can not only give grantees an opportune financial boost, but connect them with necessary tools to
effect long-term stability, security, and peace of mind.
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Appendix
A. Grant application
MicroGrants Application
* = required fields
* First Name:
Middle Name:

* Last Name:
* Date of Birth (MM/DD/YYYY):
* Primary Phone:
Secondary Phone:
Email Address:
* Address:
Address Line 2:

* City:
State:
* ZIP Code:
Gender:
1. Male, 2. Female, or 3. other
Ethnicity:
1. African, 2. African American, 3. Asian, 4. Native American, 5. White/Caucasian, 6. Hispanic/
Latino/a, 7. Multi-racial, or 8. Other
* Does the applicant have a bank account?
Yes or No
* What is the highest education level you have completed?
1. No High School Diploma, 2. High School Diploma, 3. GED, 4. Some College, 5. Associate’s Degree, Trade or Technical School, or Other 2-year degree, 6. Bachelor’s Degree or other 4-Year Degree or
7. Above Bachelor’s Degree
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If you are still in school, what certification are you working towards?
1. Not still in school, 2. High School Degree or GED, 3. Associate's Degree, Trade or Technical
School, or Other 2-Year Degree, 4. Bachelor's Degree or other 4-Year Degree, 5. Master's, PhD, or
other Post-Bachelor's Degree, or 6. Other:
Emergency Contact Name:
Emergency Contact Phone Number:
* Emergency Contact Email (if none, enter Agency contact email address):

Current Employment Status:
1. Unemployed, 2. Employed Full Time, 3. Employed Part Time, or 4. Self Employed
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B. Three Month Follow-Up Survey
First Name:
Middle Name:
Last Name:
Which agency nominated you for a grant?

How did you spend your grant money?

What were your goals with this grant?

Have you achieved your goals?
Yes, No, or In Progress
Are you currently employed or self employed?
Yes or No
Did your income increase or decrease?
Increase or Decrease
Do you received public assistance?
Yes or No
How much did the MicroGrant improve your quality of life?
Likert scale from 1-5
1. Not at all 2. Very little 3. Somewhat 4. Quite a lot 5. Substantially
Since receiving your grant, how positive do you feel about your future in the next 3-5 years?
Likert scale from 1-5
1. Very negative 2. Somewhat negative 3. Neutral 4. Somewhat positive 5. Very positive
Have you stayed in touch with your agency?
Yes or No
Please tell us out MicroGrants story
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